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Finance & Insurance Sector Customer Satisfaction at 10-Year Low;
Credit Unions Show Membership Strains; Health Insurers Underwhelm

The finance and insurance sector as a whole continues to slide
for customer satisfaction, down 0.4% to a decade-low of 74.8 on
the ACSI’s 100-point scale, as cost cutting, fees, and premiums
make consumers less content with credit unions, insurance
providers, and investment services. The health insurance industry
now scores close to the bottom among 43 ACSI industries,
while historically high-performing credit unions take a customer
satisfaction hit amid an influx of new members. Nevertheless,
large banks fail to keep pace with smaller institutions when it
comes to pleasing customers.

Banks
Customer satisfaction with retail banking (including checking,
savings, and personal loans) remains unchanged overall at a
score of 76. This year, the ACSI expands its measure of retail
banking to include super regional banks. National banks, which
provide financial services to consumers across the United States,
fall behind when it comes to satisfying customers. On average,
national banks earn an ACSI score of 72, significantly below the
average for super regional banks (76), which are smaller than
national banks, but still outsize regional and community banks.
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About ACSI
The American Customer
Satisfaction Index (ACSI)
is an independent national
benchmark of customer
satisfaction with the quality of
products and services available
to household consumers in the
United States.
Each year, 70,000 customers
are surveyed about the products
and services they use the
most. The data serve as inputs
to an econometric model
that benchmarks customer
satisfaction with more than 300
companies, 43 industries and
10 economic sectors, as well as
over 100 services, programs,
and websites of federal
government agencies.
The ACSI’s time-tested,
scientific model provides
key insights across the entire
customer experience. ACSI
results are strongly related to a
number of essential indicators
of micro and macroeconomic
performance. At the micro level,
companies with high levels of
customer satisfaction tend to
have higher earnings and stock
returns relative to competitors.
At the macro level, customer
satisfaction has been shown to
be predictive of both consumer
spending and GDP growth.
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The smallest category in retail banking—regional and community banks—shows the highest level
of customer satisfaction. With an aggregate ACSI score of 80, smaller banks continue to lead the
industry. According to customers, smaller banks tend to offer more personalized service, better
interest rates, and fewer fees—a combination that puts them on top for satisfaction.
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All four national banks score below the bank industry average of 76, but the gap from top to bottom
has grown compared with a year ago. In 2015, Wells Fargo Bank bounds ahead, gaining 4% to an
ACSI score of 75. The remaining three national banks deteriorate: Citibank slips 1% to 73, Chase
falls 4% to 71, and Bank of America drops 1% to 68.
The leading super regional banks rank far
ahead of their national counterparts for
customer satisfaction. Regions Bank tops the
category with an ACSI score of 79, followed
closely by PNC Bank at 78 and both BB&T
and Capital One at 77. At 76, U.S. Bank
matches the industry average of all banks.
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Just below the average, Fifth Third Bank and
TD Bank post matching scores of 75, while
SunTrust Bank debuts at 74. Citizens Bank
turns in the weakest score among super
regionals, lagging behind with a first-time
score of 70.
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An analysis of industry customer experience
benchmarks for banks shows that smaller usually means better service. For nearly every benchmark,
scores improve as the bank category gets smaller. According to customers, regional and community
banks have by far the most competitive interest rates (78), well ahead of both national banks (69)
and super regionals (72). For the latter two categories, interest rates are the least satisfying aspect of
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the customer experience. Credit unions do better on interest rates with a benchmark of 80 in 2015,
although this represents a 5% year-over-year decline.
For banks overall, courtesy and helpfulness of staff (87) and speed of service transactions (85) are
the industry’s strong points, although these benchmarks have eroded over the last two years as
banks continue to cut costs (both are down 4%-5% compared with 2013). Smaller banks, with their
more personalized approach, continue to provide the speediest service (87) and their staff are the
most helpful (89).
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There are only two areas where large national banks provide a better customer experience: number
and location of branches and ATMs (both 78). Not surprisingly, smaller banks—with their more
limited resources and community focus—earn their lowest benchmarks for amount of branches (68)
and ATMs (74). All bank categories, however, fail to reach the 80s for either branch or ATM locations,
which is another indication that cutting costs may be souring the customer experience for the overall
industry.
Customers are pleased with their website experiences, which is critical as more banking business
moves online. Bank website satisfaction overall averages 85—just a point below credit unions.
Customers are less happy with call center operations (80), but this mark has improved over the past
year (up 4% since 2014).

Credit Unions
Like regional and community banks, credit unions offer more personalized service, and also are far
more likely to have lower fees and free checking. These are features that boost customer satisfaction
and membership, which recently surpassed the 101 million customer mark. On the other hand, this
influx of new members puts pressure on these smaller institutions. Credit unions—whose size has
allowed their service advantage—now struggle to maintain their historically high satisfaction levels.
Customer satisfaction with credit unions tumbles 4.7% to 81, and their edge over smaller banks (80)
shrinks to a virtual tie. The new challenge for credit unions will be determining how to best maintain
better customer service than traditional banks.
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Despite a general deterioration in service over the past year, credit unions go nearly head-to-head
with smaller regional and community banks for most customer experience elements (difference of
2 points or less). While the two are deadlocked for website satisfaction at 86, credit unions receive
a higher mark for call centers (85 compared to 82 for smaller banks). Still, call center operations for
credit unions are showing signs of strain (down 6% since 2014).
Compared with a year ago, members find most aspects of their credit union experience to be less
satisfying. Nevertheless, credit unions earn superior benchmarks compared with national banks
or super regional banks in all but two areas. Like smaller regional and community banks, credit
unions—with their more localized nature—are at a disadvantage when it comes to the number and
location of branches (70) and ATMs (72).
www.theacsi.org
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Credit unions receive their best marks for staff courtesy (90) and transaction speed (89), although
both are down from very high scores of 93 in 2014. Regional and community banks edge past credit
unions in four areas: service variety, account changes, account information, and ATM locations.
Unlike all bank customers, however, members believe that their credit union offers competitive
interest rates (80), although not quite as competitive as in 2014 (84).

Health Insurance
Consumers may be obligated to pay for health insurance under the Affordable Care Act (ACA),
but the reciprocal obligation from insurance companies to provide a good customer experience is
less clear. As companies take on an increasing number of members, customer satisfaction slips
1.4% to 69, the industry’s lowest level in a decade. High premiums, deductibles, and co-pays, as
well as slow claims processing, keep health insurance customer satisfaction below other types of
insurance. Health insurance is now in the bottom five of all industries tracked by the ACSI.
www.theacsi.org
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The ACA provides new options for millions of formerly uninsured Americans. With this influx of new
policyholders, customer satisfaction with individual policies declines 4% to 71. Still, these customers,
who have a choice of individual policies, are more satisfied overall than group policy holders (68),
who typically get their insurance through their employer. But even among group policy holders,
choice makes a difference. Satisfaction is higher for group policyholders who report that they have
a choice of plans (70) compared with those who are not offered a choice (65).
Smaller insurers share the lead despite a 3% drop to 71. Humana and Kaiser Permanente enter
the ACSI at 71, forming a three-way tie for the top slot. The next three insurers do show some
improvement. Blue Cross and Blue Shield is up a slight 1% to 70; Anthem (formerly WellPoint) and
Aetna each gain 5% to 69 and 68, respectively. UnitedHealth, on the other hand, tumbles 8% to 66.
UnitedHealth was the top-scoring large insurer only a year ago, but now comes in near the bottom
of the industry. Last place, however, is reserved for Cigna, which posts its first ACSI score at 60.
The health insurance industry is in the midst of merger mania among large insurers that could
tighten the field if the federal government grants approval: Humana-Aetna and Anthem-Cigna.
Ongoing consolidation among the big players is not likely to bode well for an industry that is already
underwhelming its policyholders, as characterized by low and declining customer satisfaction.
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There is no area where health insurance companies show outstanding performance, but the brightest
spots are access to primary care (78) and specialty care and hospital services (77). Websites have
improved over the past year (up 7% to 76), but call center operations remain the weakest point of
service (70). Policyholders say that coverage of standard medical services and prescription drugs
(both 74) are still poor, but drug coverage is better than a year ago.

Property & Casualty Insurance
Customer satisfaction is unchanged for property and casualty insurance, holding at an ACSI score of
79. ACSI data show that customers who bundle together their auto and homeowners insurance are
more satisfied (78) than those purchasing only auto insurance (76) or homeowners (75). According to
policyholders, smaller property and casualty insurers typically provide better service. The aggregate
of smaller insurers gains 5% to 83, followed by new entrant Farm Bureau at 80. Meanwhile, State
Farm—the largest U.S. property and casualty insurer—forfeits the lead with a 4% drop to 78, followed
closely by GEICO, flat at 77.
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Most of the remaining insurers are grouped closely together, with ACSI newcomers AAA and
Nationwide tied at 75, Progressive dropping 3% to 74, and Allstate sliding 5% to 73. Three new
additions to the ACSI debut at 73: American Family, Liberty Mutual, and Travelers. But the industry’s
biggest decline goes to Farmers, which plummets 8% to the bottom of the category at 71.
Property and casualty insurers on the whole excel at customer service, although some aspects have
slipped. Agents and staff are still seen as courteous and helpful with policy purchase, renewal, or
inquiries (87) as well as claims handling (86), but not as efficient with the latter compared to a year ago.
Insurers have slipped slightly for timeliness of claims processing (85), but billings (85), variety of
coverage options (85), and websites (84) have improved. The availability of policy discounts and
rewards—the industry’s weakest area in 2014—shows the most improvement (up 5% to 81).
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Life Insurance
Customer satisfaction with the life insurance industry drops for a second consecutive year, down
3.8% to an ACSI score of 77 in 2015. New ACSI entrant Thrivent Financial takes the lead at 82,
followed by Primerica at 81 and New York Life, which edges up 3% to 79.
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Northwestern Mutual gains 3% to 78, matching the aggregate score for smaller life insurance
companies, which retreats 3% over the past year. Prudential also slides 3% to 77, on par with
Allstate, which is measured in the life insurance category for the first time. State Farm debuts in the
life insurance industry at 76, along with new ACSI entrant Mutual of Omaha.
The largest U.S. life insurer, MetLife, slips 1% to 75, matching ACSI newcomer Lincoln Financial at
the low end of the category. Farmers, posting its first score for life insurance, is at the rock bottom
with an ACSI score of 71. Just as it does in the property and casualty category, Farmers lags behind
the field for life insurance.
On average, website satisfaction for life insurers has improved dramatically over the past year (up
8% to 85), and websites are the industry’s highest-rated customer experience element. On the other
hand, staff are somewhat less helpful (83) and the speed and efficiency of policy approvals has
slipped (84).
As with property and casualty insurers, life insurance companies are doing better with regard to
policy discounts, including rewards for health or policy bundling. At 77, however, discounts remain
the low point for the industry in the eyes of its customers.

Internet Investment Services
Customer satisfaction with online investment service providers plummets 7.3% to an ACSI score of
76. Market turmoil in August sparked a flurry of activity as investors tried to stay on top of volatility in
stock prices. A massive sell-off amid a plunge in the markets overwhelmed some online investment
firms, leaving many customers unable to access their trading accounts.
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The decline for the industry overall is largely the result of weakened satisfaction with smaller brokerage
sites, which recede 11% to an aggregate score of 76. The ACSI loss knocks smaller sites out of first
place and puts them significantly below the industry leaders. At the top of the category, Vanguard
and Scottrade debut with ACSI scores of 80 and 79, respectively.
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Charles Schwab abdicates its lead position among individually measured sites after declining 3% to
78. ACSI newcomer Edward Jones ties Schwab at 78, just ahead of Fidelity, which is the only firm
to improve with a 1% uptick to 77.
The remaining websites come in below the industry average. E*Trade drops 3% to 74 and TD
Ameritrade slips 1% to 73. Bank of America’s discount e-brokerage, Merrill Edge, is at the bottom
for its first ACSI appearance, tying TD Ameritrade at 73.
According to investors, Internet investment services have declined across the board. It is more
difficult to make investment transactions online (83) compared to a year ago, and site performance
is down (82). Customer support took a hit during a significant increase in trading activity, and ease
of navigation declined (79). Investors also found website content to be less useful—from product
descriptions (79) to investment research and planning tools (both 78).
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No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the data and
information in this report without the express prior written consent of ACSI LLC.

About This Report
The ACSI Finance and Insurance Report 2015 is based on interviews with 9,202 customers, chosen
at random and contacted via email between August 18 and September 13, 2015. Customers are
asked to evaluate their recent experiences with financial services provided by the largest firms in
terms of market share, plus an aggregate category consisting of “all other”—and thus smaller—
companies.
The survey data are used as inputs to ACSI’s cause-and-effect econometric model, which estimates
customer satisfaction as the result of the survey-measured inputs of customer expectations,
perceptions of quality, and perceptions of value. The ACSI model, in turn, links customer satisfaction
with the survey-measured outcomes of customer complaints and customer loyalty. ACSI clients
receive confidential industry-competitive and best-in-class data on all modeled variables and
customer experience benchmarks.
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Appendix: ACSI Industry Scores
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